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Quiz 

Construction 

Level A 

Circle the right answer for each question. 

 

1) A safety sign which tells you that you must NOT do something is 

which colour? 

A) red 

B) yellow 

C) blue 

D) green 

 

2) What does a yellow sign with a skull and crossbones mean? 

A) There is a risk of toxic hazard. 

B) There is a risk from pirates. 

C) There is a risk from motorcyclists. 
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3) If you have an accident at work because of an electrical fault, who is 

responsible? 

A) you 

B) your employer 

C) no-one 

 

4) What does a yellow sign with a fire symbol mean? 

A) You must start a fire. 

B) Do not start a fire. 

C) There is a risk of fire. 

 

5) Why should you follow health and safety rules on a building site? 

A) Health and safety rules don't really matter. 

B) Because it is the law. 

C) Because over 100 people die each year on building sites. 
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6) Which of these often causes injuries on construction sites? 

A) not knowing people's names 

B) taking too long at a tea break 

C) cars, lorries and trucks 
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Quiz 

Construction 

Level B 

Circle the right answer for each question. 

 

1) What colour is a safety sign which tells you that there is a risk of 

danger ahead? 

A) red 

B) yellow 

C) blue 

D) green 

 

2) Which of these is the most important to do to help prevent accidents? 

A) check the weather forecast 

B) have breakfast 

C) understand the warning signs 
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3) If you have an accident at work because you are not wearing the 

correct clothes, who is responsible? 

A) you 

B) your employer 

C) no-one 

 

4) What does a green sign with a cross mean? 

A) first aid help 

B) you are entering a church 

C) you must use some first aid 

 

5) A 'help' sign is which colour? 

A) red 

B) yellow 

C) blue 

D) green 
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6) Which of these often causes injuries on construction sites? 

A) being late for work 

B) falling 

C) not having your correct ID 
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Quiz 

Construction 

Level C 

Circle the right answer for each question. 

 

1) What colour is a safety sign which tells you that you must do 

something? 

A) red 

B) yellow 

C) blue 

D) green 

 

2) How many people die each year on construction sites? 

A) none 

B) 100 

C) 100000 
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3) If you have an accident at work because there is not enough 

supervision, who is responsible for that? 

A) you 

B) your employer 

C) no-one 

 

4) What does a blue sign showing a face wearing glasses mean? 

A) There is a risk if you do not wear eye protection. 

B) Eye protection must be worn. 

C) You must not wear eye protection. 

 

5) A red circle with a line through it hangs from a piece of equipment. 

What does it mean? 

A) You must use this piece of equipment. 

B) There is a risk if you use this piece of equipment. 

C) You must not use this piece of equipment. 
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6) Which of these often causes injuries on construction sites? 

A) getting trapped by machinery 

B) slipping in mud 

C) having your laces untied 
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Quiz - answers 

Construction 

Level A 

 

1) A safety sign which tells you that you must NOT do something is 

which colour? 

The correct answer is A. Safety signs which tell you that you must 

not do something are coloured red. 

 

2) What does a yellow sign with a skull and crossbones mean? 

The correct answer is A. A yellow sign with a skull and crossbones 

means there is a risk of toxic hazard. 

 

3) If you have an accident at work because of an electrical fault, who is 

responsible? 

The correct answer is B. If you have an accident at work because of 

an electrical fault, your employer is responsible. 
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4) What does a yellow sign with a fire symbol mean? 

The correct answer is C. A yellow sign with a fire symbol means 

there is a risk of fire. 

 

5) Why should you follow health and safety rules on a building site? 

The correct answer is C. You need to follow the health and safety 

rules because over 100 people are killed each year in accidents at 

building sites. 

 

6) Which of these often causes injuries on construction sites? 

The correct answer is C. Injuries on construction sites are often 

caused by cars, lorries and trucks. 
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Quiz - answers 

Construction 

Level B 

 

1) What colour is a safety sign which tells you that there is a risk of 

danger ahead? 

The correct answer is B. Safety signs which tell you that there is a 

risk of danger ahead are coloured yellow. 

 

2) Which of these is the most important to do to help prevent accidents? 

The correct answer is C. To help prevent accidents, it’s important to 

understand warning signs. 

 

3) If you have an accident at work because you are not wearing the 

correct clothes, who is responsible? 

The correct answer is A. If you have an accident at work because 

you are not wearing the correct clothes, you are responsible. 
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4) What does a green sign with a cross mean? 

The correct answer is A. A green sign with a cross means there is 

first aid help. 

 

5) A 'help' sign is which colour? 

The correct answer is D. Help signs are always green. 

 

6) Which of these often causes injuries on construction sites? 

The correct answer is B. Injuries on construction sites are often 

caused by falling. 
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Quiz - answers 

Construction 

Level C 

 

1) What colour is a safety sign which tells you that you must do 

something? 

The correct answer is C. Safety signs which tell you that you must do 

something are coloured blue. 

 

2) How many people die each year on construction sites? 

The correct answer is B. Over 100 people every year are killed in 

accidents in the construction industry. 

 

3) If you have an accident at work because there is not enough 

supervision, who is responsible for that? 

The correct answer is B. If you have an accident at work because 

there is not enough supervision, your employer is responsible. 
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4) What does a blue sign showing a face wearing glasses mean? 

The correct answer is B. A blue sign showing a face wearing glasses 

means that eye protection must be worn. 

 

5) A red circle with a line through it hangs from a piece of equipment. 

What does it mean? 

The correct answer is C. The sign means that you must not use this 

piece of equipment. 

 

6) Which of these often causes injuries on construction sites? 

The correct answer is A. Injuries on construction sites are often 

caused by getting trapped by machinery. 


